ACCEPTANCE BY THE SLOVAK REPUBLIC

The following communication, has been received on 13 April 1993 from the Government of the Slovak Republic:

"In paragraph 3 of the Protocol of Accession of the Slovak Republic to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, the Government of the Slovak Republic undertook to request membership of or accept a number of instruments negotiated under the auspices of the General Agreement, immediately upon its accession.

As the Slovak Republic will become a contracting party to the General Agreement on the entry into force of the Protocol of Accession on 15 April 1993, thirty days following its acceptance by my Government on 16 March 1993, I have the honour to inform you of the acceptance by the Slovak Republic of the following agreement resulting from the Tokyo Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations within GATT, on the same terms as that accepted by the Czech and Slovak Federal Republic:

- Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade."